Stash and Dash Finishing Kit Recipe
Kit includes:

SKU

To cut:

(for ordering from
ByAnnie.com)

ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable

SS2015

One 10” x 20” piece
Suggestion:
Cut one 20” strip from 58”/60” wide SS.
Then subcut into 10”pieces — will get at
least 5 per strip.

Suggestions for kit
assembly
Fold in thirds to 10”H x
6+”Wx
Insert to one side of 9” x 12”
bag so that zippers can be
inserted in other side of bag.

Set aside scraps for other projects. The
leftover pieces would work well for an
Applique to Go thread case or a couple
of Mini Notebook Covers!
30” handbag
and
extra zipper pull

ZIP30-xxx

One zipper

iZIP-PULL-xxx

One extra pull

Fold zipper in half and
position in bag to side of
ByAnnie’s Soft and Stable.
Put extra zipper pull in 2” x 3”
bag with slider.

1” wide-mouth slider
(antique brass or nickel)

HAR1-AB-350
Or
HAR1-N-350

One slider

Put in 2” x 3” ziplock bag with
extra zipper pull.

1” Strapping

SUP164-1-B (black)
Or
SUP164-1-W
(white)

One 18” piece

Fold in half to 9”.

SUP151-16x54
Or
SUP151-15YD

One 7” x 5” piece

Vinyl

Insert in open side of bag,
behind zipper.

Layer on top of Soft and
Stable.

Cut 7” strip from 54” wide vinyl.
Then subcut into 5” pieces — should get
10/strip.
Set aside scraps for Nesting Baskets
labels.

Mesh (lightweight—white)

Order from Brewer
until ByAnnie.com
has mesh in stock.

One 9” x 15” piece

Fold in thirds to 9”H x 5”W.

Cut 9” strip from 50” wide mesh.

OR

By February 2016, we
will have 54” wide
mesh in seven fun
colors, dyed to match
our best-selling
handbag zippers!
More info coming
soon.

Then sub cut into 15” pieces—will get 3/
strip.

Put in three 9” x 5” pieces.

Leftover pieces can also be used. Put
together in groups of three . Each kit will
need :
ONE 9” x 15” piece
OR
THREE 9” x 5” pieces.

Put mesh in bag on top of
vinyl.

